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Abstract

Quasi-rnolecular X rays observed in heavy ion collisions are interpreted within a relativistic calculation of
correlation diagrams using the Dirac-Slater model. A semiquantitative description of noncharacteristic M

X rays is given for the system Au-I.

During heavy ion-atom collisions noncharacteristic X rays in various colliding systems
have been observed. The data available can be divided into three different groups: the
quasimolecular K X rays observed in the systems with low and medium Z [1], a few
observations of quasimolecular L X rays in medium Z systems [2], and the observations
connected with quasimolecular M X rays in heavy systems [3]. It seems clear that a
correct interpretation of this phenomenon can only be given by a full self-consistent dy
namical description of the collision, which at present is out of practical range. Never
theless, one can expect that the interpretation of the structureless K X-ray spectra through
the static relativistic correlation diagrams which hold only one electron and are easy to
calculate represents a good approximation, because the screening effects are small and
onlya few levels and thus a few level crossings are involved [4].

In contrast to the K and L X-ray spectra a significant structure in M X-ray spectra
has been found [3], the best known example being the Au-I system. As discussed in an
earlier paper [5], the most important difference in the correlation diagrams for the M
quasimolecular radiation compared with correlation diagrams for the K or L X-ray
spectra is a very flat and wide minimum of the second 1C' Ievelwhich ends in the 3d 3/2 level
of the combined system. Such a flat minimum at the internuclear distance of about 0.1
a.u. may then be the reason for the quasimolecular peak in observed spectra. This is only
a qualitative interpretation which has to be clarified by better calculations.
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Figure 1. Self-consistent Dirac-Slater one-electron energies for the Au-I system versus
internuclear separation R.

Recently an ab initio self-consistent field relativistic Dirac-Slater molecular program
for obtaining molecular energy levels and wave functions has been developed. Extended
calculations for systems like XeF2, InI, U022+ [6,7] showed its usefuhless. In the
Dirac-Slater Hamiltonian

h = cap+ ßc? + IV{r)

the molecular potential is represented as a sum of the Coulomb and exchange terms, the
latter being proportional to [p{r)] 1/3 as usual inthe loeal density approximation, where
per) is taken to be the total charge density.

The eigenfunctions of the relativistic molecular Hamiltonian are constructed as linear
combinations of atomic basis functions which are taken as the numerical Dirac-Slater
eigenfunctions for atoms/ions located at given sites. For obtaining the energy eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of the molecular system the discrete variational procedure [8] was
applied. The r.esulting matrix secular equation has been reduced by taking linear com
binations of the basis functions which transform according to irreducible representation
of the molecular double point group [9]. In order to obtain self-consisteney, after each
iteration a Mullikan population analysis has been performed and the resulting occupation
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Figure 2. Transition energies €j - €j for M X-ray transitions. Notation refers to united atom
levels.

numbers were then used to construct a new molecular potential for the next iteration.
We have used this program to explore the collision process of the weIl-known Au-I

system where quasimolecular MX rays have been observed [3]. The resulting correlation
diagram of this system, taking into account 56 electrons, is shown in Figure 1. Since there
are no measurements of the actual degree of ionization of the system, we have chosen
the number of 56 electrons as a convenient reasonable assumption. With this number
of electrons all levels up to the main quantum number n = 4 of the combined system are
occupied. One knows from atomic calculations that the inclusion of more electrons has
no significant effect on the transition energies between levels already occupied. In the
actual calculations we have included a large number of S-, p- and d-type basis functions,
but nof states have been used, although their inclusion is desirable in order to describe
p-shell polarization. It will be clear that for sufficiently small internuclear distances R
the elements of the two-center expansion basis set become nearly linearly dependent,
and precautions must be taken to avoid difficulties. In the present work this problem
appeared for R $ 0.05 a.u. The most strongly affected levels correspond to j = lJ2
eigenstates of the united atom, which leads to too small binding energies. The degenerate
basis functions have been easily identified due to Mullikan population analysis. For very
small R this problem can be solved by dropping one basis set and performing a one-center
expansion. This expansion converges well and provides a satisfactory starting point for
extension by atom in weIl procedures [10] if needed.

From the correlation diagram shown in Figure 1 we have extracted the M transition
energies as a function of the internuclear distance R. Figure 2 shows interesting and
unexpected results. In the relevant energetical range between6 and 9 keV, where the
experimental noncharacteristic X-ray peak appears, we find remarkable structures in
the radial behavior of the transition energies, But most important of all is the behavior
of the transition energy curve which remains nearly constant at 7.5 keV between R =
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0.12 a.u. and R = 0.19 a.u. This result indicates that the experimental quasimolecular
peak may be produced mainly by this constant behavior of one of the transition energies
plus a superposition of the relatively complex behavior of all other quasimolecular
transitions in this energetical range. We still do not know at the present stage of the ex
perimental and theoretical evaluation the number of holes created in the various levels
during the collision as weIl as the total ionicity.

In order to describe the noncharacteristic X-ray structure in a more quantitative way,
we have constructed the joint density of states as a function of the internuclear distance
using the data of Figure 2. Then the life time broadening, which is a function of the
projectile velocity, has to be folded in. This has to be weighted with the transition prob
ability for every transition, and finally this has to be integrated over Rand all impact
parameters for given projectile energy. The preliminary results are very encouraging,
but we are still assuming the isotropy of the radiation, neglecting every dynamical effect
like change in occupation probabilities du ring the collision. All these omissions will not
affect the position of the noncharacteristic X-ray peak very much, provided that the whole
system behaves in a relatively adiabatic manner.
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